ABSTRACT Providing efficient anonymous authentication in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is a challenging issue. Identity-based signature schemes have been used to provide privacy-preserving authentication effectively for VANETs. In such scenario, mutual authentication between vehicles is critical to ensure only legitimate vehicles can involve in the inter-vehicle communication, and how to resist denial-ofservice attack should be carefully addressed due to the regionally central signature verification in vehicleroadside communications. In this paper, we propose a conditional privacy-preserving mutual authentication framework with denial-of-service attack resistance called MADAR. The authentication framework combines different identity-based signature schemes and distinguishes inner-region and cross-region authentications to increase efficiency. Beyond the privacy preservation and non-repudiation achieved by the existing framework, our authentication framework provides asymmetric inter-vehicle mutual authentication and strength-alterable computational DoS-attack resistance. We have formally proved the privacy preservation, unlinkability, mutual authenticity, and correctness of pseudonym with ProVerif, and analyzed other security objectives. The performance evaluations are conducted and the results demonstrate that our framework can achieve these security objectives with moderate computation and communication overheads.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a kind of mobile ad hoc network that provides communication between vehicles and roadside infrastructures. With the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) system, VANET can support both vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications under a highly dynamic topology. Security is crucial to VANETs because the messages transmitted between vehicles are safety-critical but exposed over an open access environment. As one of the critical components of security, authentication plays an important role in the secure communication of VANETs. For VANET applications to operate safely, authentication is essential for us to identify valid participants, ensure participants are who they claim to be, and prevent attackers from tampering messages.
Privacy preservation is a long-standing issue for VANETs. Various private data, e.g. vehicle's identity, position, moving route, and other driver-specific information, should be protected properly. If these private data are exposed to attackers, they may easily use these data to profile user or launch different attacks, e.g. masquerading attack and impersonation attack. Moreover, a malicious vehicle may send fake messages to misguide other vehicles and cause harm to the road safety. Various approaches have been proposed to support the anonymity of vehicles. One of the most acknowledged mechanisms to ensure the privacy of vehicles for VANET security is privacy-preserving authentication [1] . In order to provide traceability and nonrepudiation to each vehicle, conditional privacy-preserving authentications [2] - [8] leverage conditional tracking mechanism to ensure only trusted authorities can retrieve the real identity of vehicle from the message if a dispute appears. In these approaches, it has been realized that (pseudo-) identity-based (ID-based) signature schemes [3] - [6] are generally more efficient than centralized PKI-based authentication schemes [2] , [7] . A recent improvement on PKI-based schemes has reduced the communication overhead by decentralizing the functionalities of certificate authority (CA) [8] . To alleviate the computation overhead of regular ID-based signature schemes, recent approach combines ID-based signatures with ID-based online/offline signatures to reduce the verification overhead [6] . Because of the low overhead of ID-based signature schemes, they are more easily confronted with denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Meanwhile, unilateral authentication may cause redirection or impersonation attack and fail to ensure that both involved peers are legitimate. However, both the DoS resistance and intervehicle mutual authentication have rarely been discussed on the ID-based conditional privacy-preserving authentication schemes.
As a strong security requirement of VANET, mutual authentication is critical to ensure that only legitimate vehicles or devices can involve in the communication of vehicular network. Recently, mutual authentication has been discussed for different principals, i.e. between the vehicle and roadside infrastructures [5] , [9] , [10] , between different vehicles [11] - [13] , or between in-vehicle components [14] . Compared with the vehicle-roadside mutual authentications which address the prevention of spurious infrastructure entities, vehicle-to-vehicle mutual authentications mainly concern that only benign vehicles can communicate and the traceability of abnormities. Céspedes et al. [11] proposed a lightweight mutual authentication between destination node and relay node for the multihop-authenticated proxy mobile IP scheme. The scheme does not focus on the privacy preservation thus is vulnerable to the malicious location tracking. CaballeroGil et al. [12] developed a fully distributed and self-managed mutual authentication between a small number of vehicles using zero-knowledge proofs and certificate graphs supporting privacy protection. Each pair of vehicles verifies the validity of a shared secret key with zero-knowledge proof, and use this shared key for key exchange. Then the authenticity of the message is guaranteed by the exchanged keys. Vijayakumar et al. [13] proposed a batch authentication scheme which can be performed bidirectionally as the prerequisite of key distribution. Their approach does not distinguish the vehicle-to-vehicle authentications and the vehicle-roadside authentications. Compared with these work, we develop in this work a new inter-vehicle mutual authentication for a different communication scenario, which has no relay vehicle and does not need symmetric verification replication.
DoS attack has also been considered for long as one of the elementary attacks to the authentication in VANET [15] . DoS attack can be carried out by either insiders and outsiders of the network, and renders the vehicle-roadside authentication service unavailable to other vehicles by flooding or jamming with abundant artificially generated messages or dummy messages to the roadside units. Communications in the urban vehicular network are especially susceptible to DoS attacks due to the limited wireless bandwidth, the density of vehicles, as well as the computational or memory limit of vehicles and roadside units. Although authentication schemes using symmetric cryptography and delayed key disclosure have been proved to be resilient to computation-based DoS attacks [16] , [17] or memory-based DoS attacks [17] in intervehicle communications, asymmetric cryptography based signature, e.g. ECDSA for 802.11p, is essential to provide non-repudiation, that causes the central nodes or roadside units vulnerable to DoS attacks, let alone the lightweight ID-based signature schemes. In several DoS-resistant schemes [18] , [19] , vehicles use different hash trees to generate a common public key for all their possible movements, and efficiently verify the authenticity of beacons and the sender's mobility by reconstructing this public key from the hash trees. The anonymity of vehicles has also been considered over TESLA-based DoS-resistant authentication frameworks [20] , [21] , as well as some lightweight message authentication resisting DoS by avoiding both symmetric and asymmetric key operations [8] , but mutual authentication has not been equipped between vehicles in these schemes.
In this work, we propose a new asymmetric vehicle-tovehicle Mutual Authentication framework with DoS Attack Resistance, i.e. MADAR, to ensure privacy preservation, nonrepudiation and traceability. To resist DoS attacks to the regionally central signature verification computationally, we utilize a weak authentication mechanism to raise the cost of attacks. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.
1) We propose a new vehicle-to-vehicle mutual authentication framework which leverages the combination of ID-based signature schemes and self-generated pseudonym to provide conditional privacy-preservation. The mutual authentication is asymmetrically performed for efficiency and partially supervised by roadside infrastructures. 2) We propose to use the strength-alterable messagespecific puzzle to resist DoS attacks in vehicle-toinfrastructure communications. The strength of resistance can vary to balance the effectiveness of protection and the performance of authentication. 3) We have elaborated the conformance of our authentication framework to a variety of security requirements, and formally proved the privacy preservation, unlinkability, mutual authenticity and correctness of pseudonym with the ProVerif tool. We have also shown that our framework has moderate computation and communication overheads compared with the unilateral authentication. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the network architecture, security requirements and the threat model. Section III describes the proposed MADAR framework in detail. Section IV gives the security analysis. Section V presents performance evaluations demonstrating the effectiveness of DoS-attack resistance and the performance overheads of our framework. Section VI concludes the paper and provides potential direction for future work. VOLUME 5, 2017 
II. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND SECURITY MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
VANETs are a kind of mobile ad hoc networks spontaneously organizing mobile vehicles and roadside infrastructures to communicate and exchange respective node information, e.g. the speed or location of the vehicle. The urban VANETs adapt the communications of VANETs to the environment with high-density nodes and frequently changing topology highly related to road layouts. In the urban environments of VANETs, the vehicular communication structure usually consists of three different kinds of principals: vehicle (V), roadside unit (RSU), and regional trusted authority (RTA). Vehicles are equipped with certain radio interface or On-Board Unit (OBU) that supports the construction and operation of wireless ad hoc networks. RTA is the certification authority, which may be served as a trusted third party by automobile manufacturers or administrative agency. A finite number of RSUs are registered along the roadside to facilitate the vehicle-roadside (V-R) communications. RSUs should cover the wireless vehicular communications and play a part of the connection between vehicles and RTA. Besides the vehicle-roadside communications, the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications equip each individual vehicle with the ability to monitor the ''hidden'' data, such as location and speed, of other vehicles on the street, so far as to automatically predict potential collisions. We also assume the wired communications between RSUs and between RSU and RTA are secure.
B. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND THREAT MODEL 1) PRIVACY-PRESERVATION
The real identity of vehicles should be hidden from the roadside infrastructures during the authentications as well as in the vehicle-roadside communication and V2V communication. Even when the RSUs are compromised, these real identities should never be obtained by the attacker. This requirement on anonymity is essential to avoid the revealing attacks on identity and location. Beyond the anonymity, the adversaries should never infer the identity of vehicles through the common properties from any number of messages, which we called unlinkability [8] .
2) MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION
The V2V communication is available for interchanging safety data for predicting emergency situations. The prediction and alert should be built upon the mutual trust between vehicles. All vehicles are expected to achieve V2V mutual authentication in both inner-RSU and cross-RSU manners.
3) NON-REPUDIATION
A receiver node has the ability to prove to a third party that who is accountable for the message. An adversary cannot claim that the message is created by another party. Nonrepudiation implies that the receiver can identify the sender and detect the manipulation of forged messages. In the scenario of VANETs, each vehicle should never deny a specific message generated and sent by itself, such as an ETC purchase.
4) TRACEABILITY
Although V2V and vehicle-roadside communications are anonymous and unlinkable, it is still essential to trace the real identity of vehicle in some controversial scenarios, e.g. the accident responsibility investigations. The trusted party RTA should be able to ensure vehicles' real identity through their registrations, even when the origin of message is in dispute.
5) DoS-ATTACK RESISTANCE
A limited amount of resources is required for the specific security mechanism such that other applications can operate smoothly. Due to the relatively high cost of digital signature verification in authentication, numerous invalid verification or authentication requests may be maliciously broadcast so that the receiver's processing power and the network bandwidth may be exhausted. Under this kind of attacks, this requirement implies the ability of RSUs to perform ordinary verification and authentication.
Correspondingly, we focus on the attacks related to the above security requirements. Firstly, an attacker may forge, modify or block some packets from senders. Secondly, an attacker may pretend to be another entity or use different vehicles' identities at the same time. Consequently, the attacker can capture the critical responses to another entity or launch false requests to the roadside infrastructures. Thirdly, an attacker may compromise some RSU and passively eavesdrop sensitive information, including the real identity of the vehicle, to infer some privacy of users. Forth, an attacker may deny the involvement in the procedure of communications. Moreover, an attacker may perform channel jamming or aggressive injection of dummy messages, verification requests or authentication requests. Due to the high density of vehicles, a DoS attack to RSU will be easily triggered.
III. PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION FRAMEWORK: MADAR
In this section, we describe the new Mutual Authentication framework with DoS-Attack Resistance mechanism, called MADAR. With regard to the different types of wireless communications in the VANET scenario, our authentication framework can be divided into two categories, vehicle-roadside authentication and V2V authentication. Similar to the existing work [6] , our authentication framework combines ID-based signature (IBS) scheme [22] and ID-based online/offline signature (IBOOS) scheme [23] for the efficiency of authentication. Before applying the authentications, each vehicle should first register itself to the RTA directly using its real ID, and get a set of RSU IDs in response from the RTA. Then the mutual authentications can be operated according to the formalization given in Table. 1. 
A. VEHICLE-ROADSIDE AUTHENTICATIONS
The vehicle-roadside authentications, as seen in the first part of Table 1 , are performed as prerequisite of both inner-RSU and cross-RSU V2V authentication.
First, the RSU periodically broadcasts the public key pk c of the RTA to all the vehicles in its communication range, along with its ID-based signature of current time interval and a nonce value for freshness to validate the authenticity of message. All vehicles in the range of this RSU use pk c and other private information to generate or update its pseudonym, either intentionally or whenever the ID of this RSU is identified as a new one. The pseudonym PS v of vehicle V v , with respect to the current RSU RSU r , can be denoted as Time||Enc pk c (ID v )||ID r . Time is the current time interval and ID v represents the real identity of vehicle hidden by the encryption against the RSU.
Then, each vehicle replies a message to the RSU, using its newly generated pseudonym in the signature for source authenticity. The join request join attached in this message informs the RSU for further acceptance on this vehicle and operations on the pseudonym/offline signature set. In order to resist DoS attacks, we resort to a weak authentication mechanism wa to increase the attack cost. wa consists of an index i, a key k i indexed by i from a one-way key chain, and the solution p i to the ith message-specific puzzle. Computation resource is consumed to find the solution p i according to the current message and the k i from wa, see Section III-C for more details.
After verifying the pseudonym-based signature in the received join-request message for its authenticity, the RSU stores the new pseudonym PS v and reports it to RTA for the traceability of vehicle. Then the RSU uses the pseudonym PS v to generate the off-line signature SIG offline v (PS v ) for the vehicle V v . Then the RSU generates a pseudonym/offline signature (PO) set containing all the active vehicles' pseudonyms as recorded, each of whose elements is in the form of PS v ||SIG offline v (PS v ). The RSU broadcasts such a PO set to all the vehicles in its transmission range, along with a signature SIG r (ID r ||t) and a nonce. The signature verification is performed by each vehicle that receives this broadcast message. If the signature is valid and the receiver vehicle's pseudonym is found in the received PO set, the current PO set of this receiver vehicle will be updated.
B. V2V AUTHENTICATIONS
The V2V authentication is used for securing inter-vehicle communications. Consequently, the existing unilateral authentication [6] is insufficient to ensure both peers are legitimate. Our mutual V2V authentication can be divided into inner-RSU V2V authentication and cross-RSU V2V authentication, see the second part of Step 2), otherwise it will conduct a cross-RSU mutual authentication (Step 2' -Step 4').
In the inner-RSU mutual authentication, after authenticating V v , each receiver vehicle, e.g. V i , may feed back
In the cross-RSU mutual authentication, firstly, the vehicle V w need to transmit a query message q.y. to the nearest RSU, i.e. RSU u . The query message q.y. contains the pseudonym, online signature, and time stamp of V v , and asks for authenticating V v by the RSUs. Meanwhile, V w also send its online signature SIG online w (SIG offline w (PS w )||T ) to the nearest RSU in purpose of authenticating itself for V v . Then, after receiving the query message, the nearest RSU first authenticates V w by searching its PO set and verify the online signature of V w . Then, it queries other RSUs or RTAs to check the validity of V v . If V v is valid and V w itself is authenticated by RSU u , a query result q.r. which indicates the validity of V v , as well as an evidence iden which indicates that V w has been authenticated by RSU u , are sent back to V w , with proper signatures for the authenticity of message source and the evidence iden. Finally, the signed evidence iden is delivered from V w to V v , and V v is able to verity through the authenticity of iden that V w has been authenticated by RSU u .
C. MECHANISM OF DoS-ATTACK RESISTANCE
In order to resist DoS attacks, we provide a weak authentication mechanism based on message-specific puzzle [24] in the vehicle-roadside authentication phase for each vehicle's reply. Under such mechanism, when digital signatures are used for authentication, the receiver node, i.e. RSU, does not have to verify the signature if the weak authenticator cannot be verified. One-way key chain is utilized to provide weak authentication, that can be generated by firstly selecting random value k n as the last key in the key chain, and then repeatedly performing a one-way hash function F to compute all the previous keys, i.e. k i = F(k i+1 ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Given k j in the key chain, it is easy to compute all the previous keys k i (0 ≤ i < j), but computationally infeasible to compute any later key k i (j < i ≤ n). If we know F and the initial key k 0 , we can easily authenticate any key k x by performing hash function operations.
We assume the vehicle has generated a one-way key chain consisting of k 0 , k 1 , . . . , k n , and distributed k 0 to all potential RSUs along its trace. The ith key k i in this key chain is used for the weak authentication of the ith packet. We also assume there is a hash function F p known to all the vehicles and RSUs.
Given the ith message m i = PS v , ID r , T , join, nonce r for V v → RSU r in vehicle-roadside authentication, V v first generates the signature sig = SIG v (PS v ||T ). Then V v generates the ith message-specific puzzle which consists of the index i, the message m i , the signature sig, and the ith puzzle key k i . The solution to the ith messagespecific puzzle, denoted as p i , must satisfies the following condition: -The puzzle key k i is the ith key in the one-way key chain.
-After applying F p to the ith message-specific puzzle and its solution p i , the first bits of the result bit-vector are
x . . . x can be any bit pattern and is called the strength of puzzle.
Before verifying the pseudonym-based signature in the join-request message, RSU should first ensure the index i is greater than the preceding index. Then, it verifies whether the received puzzle key k i is on the hash chain by applying F finite times on k i to derive k 0 or a previously verified puzzle key. After passing this verification, the puzzle solution p i is verified. And then, RSU can verify the authenticity of join-request message using the signature. It takes 2 trials on average for vehicle to find a solution to the message-specific puzzle. The DoS attacker cannot force RSU to verify the signature of forged message before it can solve the messagespecific puzzle. Thus, the DoS attack is computationally resisted.
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION
We take a symbolic approach to prove the conformance of our authentication framework to the security requirements presented in Section II-B. The automated tool used for symbolic analysis is ProVerif [25] . We implement the core phases of MADAR using ProVerif, and prove the security properties to the requirements. The primitives of ProVerif used for our analyses are listed as below:
This primitive is used for the same process with different arguments, either M or M , to trigger the difference on behaviors caused by these arguments, and report a trace directing to the triggering point. -query attacker(M ): This primitive decides whether the attacker may have M in some phase of the protocol, i.e. whether the secrecy of M is preserved by the protocol.
This primitive is a non-injective agreement deciding that the execution of f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) can imply a previous execution of f (x 1 , . . . , x n ).
f (x 1 , . . . , x n ): This primitive decides that each occurrence of f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) corresponds to a distinct previous occurrence of f (x 1 , . . . , x n ). -!Proc: This primitive means repeatedly executing an unbounded number of copies of process Proc in parallel. 
A. PRIVACY-PRESERVATION
The security requirement includes two sub-requirements, anonymity and unlinkability. In both vehicle-roadside communication and V2V communication, signature and message authentication depend on the vehicles' pseudonym. Through the registration of each vehicle to RTA, the RTA learns the vehicle's real ID. Contrarily, no RSU knows the vehicle's real ID and no attacker can infer it from the transmitted messages between RSU and vehicle, or between vehicles. To prove the anonymity, we specify query attacker(idv) where idv represents the real ID of vehicle. The result ''RESULT not attacker_ID(idv[]) is true'' is returned by ProVerif to show the real ID is hidden from the attackers. Unlinkability means the adversaries cannot infer the identity of vehicles through any amount of messages. In order to prove the unlinkability, we composite infinite number of sessions for each participant by adding replication notation ! over the process of each participant. The result is still true, which means no matter how many messages the adversary collects, it still could not get any information about vehicles' real identity.
B. MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION
In the inner-RSU V2V authentication, the receiver vehicle sends its online signature to the sender vehicle if the sender's online signature is valid. To prove the inner-RSU mutual authentication, we check whether querying on both event (Vvverify(psi)) ==> event(Virespond (psv,psi,t,nv,sig)) and event (Viverify(psv)) ==>event(Vvbroadcost(psv, t,nv,sig)) can derive true result, that means vehicle v and vehicle i completed the certification of each other. In addition, the freshness of authentication messages can be ensured by applying inj-event for each query. The verification results are shown in Fig. 1a . On the other hand, in the cross-RSU V2V authentication, the vehicle V w sends its online signature to RSU for an evidence iden on behalf of its authenticity, and then transmits iden to vehicle V v when the online signature of V v is valid. In order to reduce the number of requests, V w is responsible for launching the authentication request. To prove the cross-RSU mutual authentication, we query whether event(Vwverify(psv))==>event(Vvbroadcost (psv,t,nv,sig)) and event(Vvverify(psw))==> event(Vwrespond(psv,psw,t,nv,sig1,sig2)) can derive true result for ensuring the vehicle v and vehicle w have completed the certification of each other. The verification results are shown in Fig. 1b .
C. NON-REPUDIATION
Each message from vehicle is integrated with its pseudoidentity, which consists of the ID of current RSU, the real ID of vehicle encrypted with public key pk c , and the time stamp.
No vehicle can know the real identity of another vehicle except the RTA. Due to the encrypted component of each pseudonym, a vehicle can never deny the action of generating and sending the message. Due to the time stamp, it can never deny the time of generating and sending the message. Thus, non-repudiation is guaranteed.
D. TRACEABILITY
With V2V and vehicle-roadside communications being anonymous and unlinkable, only the RTA can retrieve a vehicle's real ID when the message is in dispute, and verify the non-repudiation of each message to ensure that no vehicles or drivers can deny the message generated by itself. Because the attacker on RSU is assumed to be passive, we can ensure the vehicles can update their pseudonym with the correct pk c . Then each message from vehicle is always traceable by RTA as it holds the sender's pseudo identity.
E. DoS-ATTACK RESISTANCE
A pre-authentication procedure before signature verification is developed with weak authentication mechanism to deal with DoS attack in vehicle-roadside communications. Sender should solve a message-specific puzzle according to the current information before it sends the join request to an RSU. The weak authenticator for the solution of puzzle cannot be easily forged, precomputed or reused. Thus, such weak authentication mechanism increases the computation cost of producing a valid join request to RSU, and launching DoS attacks against authentication becomes more difficult. The effectiveness of resistance is shown in Section V-A.
F. CORRECTNESS OF PSEUDONYM
Beyond the proof and analysis of the above security requirements, we can also work out the correctness of pseudonym, which means that operating the same processes with real identities instead of pseudonyms will only fail the anonymity of vehicle but will not influence the functionality of authentication. This property is proved by adding a primitive choice[idv',psv] to the protocol and getting ''RESULT Observational equivalence is true (bad not derivable)'' returned from ProVerif.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first evaluate the effectiveness of DoS-attack resistance mechanism. Then we perform an evaluation on the efficiency of our authentication framework. The experimental environment is Intel Core i5-4200U 1.60GHz×4 CPU and 4GB RAM.
A. EFFECTIVENESS OF DoS-ATTACK RESISTANCE
According to Section III-C, the solutions of a messagespecific puzzle have equal probability distribution over a solution space with size 2 . To evaluate the computation cost for the solutions on different strengths of puzzle, we conduct an experiment on the time and memory cost to find p i with different strengths of . The results are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
We can see the time cost increases exponentially for the attacker to launch a DoS attack (Fig. 2a) . Meanwhile, the memory cost fluctuates in a narrow range, that indicates insignificant variation on the memory cost of vehicles (Fig. 2b) . Then we evaluate the effectiveness of our DoS resistance mechanism. We perform the simulation of network under DoS attacks using NS2. We set the strength of puzzle = 16 and conduct our evaluation under different numbers of attackers (N = 14, 28, 56) respectively. In normal cases, we assume the benign vehicles send the join request to RSU every 500ms, whereas for the DoS attackers, they launch join request continuously with no idle time interval. Our experimental results in Fig. 3 show both the overheads and benefits of the weak authentication mechanism by measuring the traffic overhead of the RSU in a period of time. In each sub-figure for different number of vehicles/attackers, we can see that equipping the vehicle-roadside phase of protocol with the weak authentication mechanism puts extra overhead on both benign vehicles and attackers, thus the number of join requests is reduced and the burden on RSU service is eased. Meanwhile, from the gaps between the cases with and without resistance, we know that the weak authentication mechanism has much more significant effect on the attackers than on the normal vehicles.
B. EFFICIENCY OF PROTOCOL
We demonstrate the efficiency of our mutual authentication framework by comparing our protocol with ACPN [6] . Here we use signature system ECDSA-512 to generate the digital signatures for IBS scheme. We choose the strength = 16 and = 8 respectively for the message-specific puzzle. The time measures in Table 2 for different operations are utilized to estimate the computation overhead of the protocols. Differently from ACPN, which takes the computation delay of V2V authentication as primary metric of performance evaluation, we compare MADAR with ACPN on computation overhead and communication costs respectively.
1) COMPUTATION OVERHEAD
In the procedure of vehicle-roadside communication, RSU generates signature twice for broadcasting information, and produces an offline signature for vehicle. Vehicles verify the two signatures from RSU, and respond to RSU a join message with signature. Also the message-specific puzzle solving and verification are respectively performed by vehicle and RSU. The computation delay T V-R is calculated as:
In the procedure of inner-RSU V2V authentication, vehicles can verify online signature without the supervision of RSU. The online signature is verified by comparing the pseudonym in the message and the offline signature extracted from online signature with the elements from the PO set in its memory. Therefore, the computation delay is mainly caused by online signature and its verification. For the inner-RSU V2V authentication, the computation delay T inner is calculated as:
In the procedure of cross-RSU V2V authentication, because the sender vehicle V v and receiver vehicle V w are under the supervision of different RSUs, they do not have the current pseudonym of each other in their own PO set. Thus, they have to rely on the corresponding RSUs for the mutual authentication. The computation delay is made up of three parts. First, the sender V v generate its online signature for broadcasting. This part of computation delay is T sender_onSign . Second, after receiving the online signature from the sender, the receiver sends query message including the sender's online signature to RSU, and asks RSUs for help to complete the online signature verification. RSUs verify two online signatures by using IBOOS scheme. Then, the nearest RSU generates two signatures separately with IBS scheme, and delivers them to the receiver. The receiver verifies one of these signatures before forwarding the other to the sender. This part of computation cost involves the actions between the receiver and the RSUs:
T query = T receiver_onSign + 2T RSU_onVerify + 2T RSU_sign + T receiver_verify Third, the receiver generates a new signature for the authenticity of the message, and forward the one he gets from the RSU. The sender then verifies the two signatures. In summary, the computation delay T cross is calculated as:
The differences on operations between our approach and ACPN are summarized in Table 3, Table 4 , and Table 5 . Because there are two different V2V authentications in our approach, and they have different computation delays, the ratio of vehicles who participate in inner-RSU or cross-RSU V2V authentication may have impact on the overall computation costs. Let u denote the ratio of vehicles who participate in inner-RSU authentication. The value of u can be calculated by N inner /(N inner + N cross ), and the ratio of vehicles who use cross-RSU authentication is 1 − u. Then, the average computation delay of V2V authentication is calculated as: In Fig. 4 , we illustrate the difference on the computation overhead between different protocols. Because the weak authentication mechanism is equipped in the phase of vehicleroadside authentication, we first assume the operations of RSU is single-threaded and evaluate the computation overhead on roadside infrastructures. When we choose = 16 for the strength of message-specific puzzle, we can see our protocol brings insignificant computation overhead on the roadside of vehicle-roadside authentication procedure compared with ACPN (Fig. 4a) . We also know from Fig. 2a that by choosing different strengths of message-specific puzzle, we can decide to trade off between the computation overhead on the vehicle and the strength of DoS-attack resistance. For instance, the computation overhead of an individual vehicle will be 16.19 times for = 16 and only 1.12 times for = 8 as much as ACPN.
When we compare the V2V authentication only, the computation overhead will be 0.31 ∼ 1.00 times more than ACPN (Fig. 4b) . Similar to [6] , we also investigate the benefit brought by the inner-RSU V2V authentication. The conventional infrastructure-based authentication (CIBA in Fig. 4) refers to a specific condition that all vehicles resort to the cross-RSU V2V authentication for the V2V authentication. It is clear that inner-RSU V2V authentication can reduce the computation cost. The decline of curves indicates that when the vehicles are with lower mobility, i.e. more vehicles are using inner-RSU V2V authentication and u becomes larger, the computation cost will decrease.
2) COMMUNICATION COST
We assume the vehicles and RSUs have the same communication speed. Then the communication overhead can be estimated by the length of messages. The default length of elements in our protocol are listed in Table 6 . We know ECDSA-512 can generate 64-byte IBS signature. We adopt the serial number of X.509 certificate [28] as the ID of RSU, whose length is 20 bytes. We use the vehicle identification number (VIN) [29] as the ID of vehicle, whose length is 17 bytes. The length of pseudonym is 48 bytes when we use ECC to encrypt real ID of vehicle for pseudonym. q.y. contains a 60-byte online signature [27] , a 48-byte pseudonym, and a 8-byte time stamp.
In Fig. 5 , we illustrate the difference on communication overhead between MADAR and ACPN. In the phase of V-R authentication, we know our DoS-attack resistance mechanism delays the time vehicle sends each packet by increasing the vehicle's computation overhead. Contrarily, the size of packages is reduced by our protocol in that the PO set broadcasted by RSU does not contain RSU ID as contained in the POI set of ACPN. Because the size of PO set depends on the number of vehicles supervised by a specific RSU, we can see the overhead reduction in Fig. 5a . In Fig. 5b for V2V authentication, different radio numbers of u are still considered comparing the overheads under different mobilities of vehicles. We observe that our protocol has 0.16 ∼ 1.4 times communication overhead more than ACPN, because we bring in one more message to our protocol for the mutual authentication. On the other hand, by comparing our approach with the CIBA cases, we can also ensure the usage of inner-RSU V2V authentication can reduce the communication overhead.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed MADAR authentication framework, which employs the existing combination of identity-based signature schemes and pseudonym mechanism for the privacy preservation and non-repudiation, and provides asymmetric inter-vehicle mutual authentications and strength-alterable DoS-attack resistance for the regionally central signature verification. Through comprehensive security analysis and formal automated proof, we prove that our framework provides conformance towards various security requirements, including privacy preservation, mutual authenticity, non-repudiation, traceability, and DoS-attack resistance. Experimental and analytic results show that our framework is feasible to achieve the security features with moderate computation and communication overheads compared with the unilateral authentication scheme [6] . In our framework, the strength of message-specific puzzle relies on the length of all-zero heading bit vector of the solution, which is alterable to meet a balance between the effectiveness of protection and the performance of authentication. As future work, we will use infinitely repeated game-based approach [30] to find the optimum history-dependent defense strategies against rational DoS attackers.
